crewdriver is probably dead.

I haven't seen him in years and nobody mentions his name anymore.

I thought of him for the first time in 20 years as I was reading postings on the Yahoo message board for ServiceMaster (NYSE-SVM). ServiceMaster is the parent company of the TruGreen companies, the world's biggest lawn and landscape operations.

I track it and the message boards of several other Green Industry companies for several reasons, not the least being that I'm a part owner of them. My stodgy investments (tiny by most standards) during the tech boom don't look so unexciting to me anymore in light of the financial horsewhippin' Yahoo and Amazon laid on me.

What's a name?

Ah, Screwdriver. I get to thinking about him again after trying to figure out the significance of some of the strange nicknames on the message boards, particularly the lively ServiceMaster board.

Characters calling themselves KaginKing, Encore, Bigmouse and (my favorite) Dangermousekaboom maintain a running commentary about the company and, sometimes, about nothing much at all.

Several seem to harbor a grudge against the company, or certain members of its management. They take every shot they can. They engage in arguments on the board with company defenders.

Occasionally, someone posts what appears to be solid information. Insider stuff. Whether it is or not, who knows? Mostly, I go the board for a good chuckle, which brings me back to Screwdriver.

He used to frequent a local hangout. He was a slight man, wrinkled and leathery, and I can still see his suncreased face bathed in the haze of an unfiltered Lucky Strike. I never knew much about him, other than that he worked at a local quarry. I also knew he was proud of his new false teeth, which were a topic of lively discussion among the regulars for a week or so.

"They only cost $150," he told anyone who showed an interest, usually flashing an enormous self-satisfied grin. In fact, he'd eagerly pop the false teeth out of his mouth and exhibit them on the polished bar whenever he was chided by other regulars, guys with nicknames like Sly and Eagle.

Come to think of it, I never knew any of these other characters well either. Not even their real names. But, for a short while, we all had a good time, even Screwdriver.

I know it's a poor substitute for the entertainment my former pals used to provide, but I check the net message boards from time to time to see what people have to say about the doings of several Green Industry companies. I've staked a small part of my financial future on them — the companies, not the people with the funny names.

Contact Ron at 440/891-2636 or e-mail at rhall@advanstar.com

Every once in a while someone will share what seems to be solid information.
Don’t worry about replacing your organophosphates. You’ve still got great options.

Your favorite formulators are already offering two

It might have crossed your mind: When the organophosphate insecticides come out of the formulated mixes you use, what will be going in? And how effective will it be?

The fact is that two great insecticides from other chemical classes are already part of some of the best formulated mixes you can buy. Look for DeltaGard or Sevin and relax.

DeltaGard® - The world’s most popular pyrethroid.
The world’s most widely used pyrethroid - deltamethrin - is the active ingredient in DeltaGard. It’s an all-purpose insecticide offering the attractive combination of broad-spectrum efficacy at very low doses - some of the lowest doses on the planet. DeltaGard provides quick knockdown, high mortality, and a good residual, too. As an organophosphate replacement? DeltaGard is up to the challenge. Several studies have shown it to perform as well as or even better than Dursban.
Sevin® - The world’s most popular carbamate.
Sevin stacks up well against organophosphates, too, performing better than Dursban against pests that include billbugs, cutworms, June beetles, and sod webworms. Sevin works through both contact and ingestion, and the combined effect is quick knockdown with thorough control. Good residual activity keeps Sevin working for up to 14 days, and insects rarely show resistance to this trusted and proven compound.

Look for them today.
Formulated mixes featuring these responsible and effective insecticides are available today from these fine formulators. Look for DeltaGard in products by Helena, Howards, Knox Fertilizer, LESCO, Regal Chemical, Southern AG, and UHS. Sevin is the insecticide in mixes by these formulators: The Andersons, LESCO, Regal Chemical, and UHS.
Your ability to communicate with, teach and lead people will determine the success of your business and your life.

Teaching old dogs new tricks

The success of any business lies in the quality of its people. Even with all the technology that's been developed, people are still needed. No computer or device can react with the passion and understanding of a human being, and this will never change.

Your ability to communicate with, teach and lead people will determine the success of your business and your life. It's never too late to learn how to get people to like you and do what you need them to do. With this in mind, I have two clichés I use almost weekly: "Treat people the way you want to be treated," and "little things make a big difference."

Details matter
My clients in The Winner's Circle frequently tell me their crews don't follow instructions. When I hear that, I always wonder if the crews have a clear understanding of the job they're supposed to do. Verbally describing what you want your crew to do at Mrs. Jones' house and drawing a sketch on a napkin from breakfast leads to confusion. Handing your team leader a highly detailed work order, an organized drawing and even some photos of the site eliminates many problems. Salespeople should be forced to put every last detail on their quotes so when a job is sold and a work order is generated, nothing is missed. Many successful companies I have worked with or visited send the team leader out to a job site prior to starting a project so they can see the whole picture and avoid potential difficulties.

Ask yourself, "If I sold my business for big bucks and went to work for another landscape professional to stay active, what would I expect from the owner?" Chances are you would expect a lot more than you're currently doing in your own company! Treat people the way you want to be treated. Leaders know how to get people to do what they need to and still be loved.

Little things get big results
So many little things make such a big difference that it's silly not to try them. For example, several times a year Grunder Landscaping cooks burgers and hot dogs on Fridays on our own company grill. It's amazing how much excitement is generated from $150 worth of food.

On hot days, I'll turn on some music and make milkshakes for everyone. For once, it's me serving my staff, not them serving me, and they get a kick out of that! Our managers are expected to stop and buy drinks and snacks while out monitoring jobs and help a new hire when he or she is struggling. Everyone is expected to help the last crew unload in the rain. Most of all, we constantly say, "Thank you."

Start treating your team the way you want to be treated and look for little things you can do for them. Soon, your old dogs will be jumping through hoops for you.

— Marty Grunder is the founder and president of Grunder Landscaping Co., a national award-winning company in Dayton, OH with annual sales of more than $2.4 million. He is also founder of The Winner's Circle, a consulting company offering expert help in management, marketing and motivation. Contact Marty by calling (937) 847-9944 or visiting www.grunderswinnerscircle.com.
There's no range of control like the Drive® range:

Crabgrass
Foxtail
Torpedograss
Dollarweed
Speedwell
Clover
Dandelion
Bindweed
Signalgrass

Drive® 75 DF postemergent herbicide is the shortest distance between broadleaf and grassy weed control. From crabgrass and foxtail to clover and dandelion, Drive eliminates troublesome weeds in a variety of turf species. In fact, you can even seed or overseed many varieties of turf immediately after application. And Drive keeps weeds under control for 30 to 45 days, in some cases for more than 3 months, with a single application. So join the Drive for turf protection today. Call 1-800-545-9525 or visit www.turfacts.com. Always read and follow label directions.

Closing the distance between grassy and broadleaf weed control.
Medallion labeled for landscape use
BASEL, SWITZERLAND — Medallion (fludioxonil) fungicide, manufactured by Syngenta Professional Products, received a new label from the EPA for control of certain foliar, root and stem diseases in azaleas, begonias, gerbera daisies, roses and more than 40 other popular container grown and landscape plants.

Roundup sales boost Monsanto
ST. LOUIS, MO — A record 4% increase in sales of Monsanto Co.'s Roundup herbicide lifted the company's second quarter net income to $389 million compared to last year's Q2 net income of $248 million. The company said sales during the first six months of 2001 would have improved by almost 2% compared with first-half 2000 sales, if the effect of foreign currency exchange was excluded. Worldwide sales for Monsanto's agricultural productivity business rose 8% to $1.57 billion.

BASF implements restructuring
LUDWIGSHAFEN, GERMANY — BASF has completed a reorganization into 38 regional and 10 global business units under its "Fit for the Future" motto. The new structure will allow the company to respond quickly and flexibly to worldwide customer needs, it says.

Chipco's Finale granted state label
MONTVALE, NJ — Finale herbicide, produced by the Chipco Professionals,
Grass is greener on the other side

BY JASON STAHL / MANAGING EDITOR

Lured by water bill credits, homeowners out west are ripping out their grass. But irrigation and landscape contractors are hardly complaining.

When the Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) began offering homeowners money to rip up their lawns in an effort to conserve water, you could easily imagine irrigation and landscape contractors gasping and grabbing their chests. No turf means no need for landscape maintenance, and certainly no need for irrigation, right?

Wrong, says Joe Fortier, and Fortier should know. He's the founder of Mojave Water Management, an irrigation consulting firm, and a former employee of the SNWA who helped develop and implement many of its conservation programs. "It's actually providing more work for irrigation and landscape contractors," Fortier says of the "cash for grass" program. "When people want to retrofit, they have to retrofit the landscape and irrigation to drip irrigation for plant materials that are there. And there's usually not a big reduction in lawn maintenance because landscape professionals still come back, clean up the yard and maintain the irrigation system. Sometimes pruning and clean up takes the place of mowing."

For or against?
The program actually creates additional work for Green Industry professionals and credits homeowners up to a maximum of $1,000 on their water bills. It also makes everyone feel good about doing their part to conserve a valuable resource. But there could be a day when people like Fortier will not support the program.

"If it stays a volunteer program, I'm all for it," Fortier says. "If it becomes mandatory, I'm against it."

Don Crawford, Western Director of Landscape Services for Camden Property Trust and board member of the Water Conservation Coalition, agrees with Fortier: "This program is only smart if it's done at the right place at the right time."

Even though commercial properties can earn a water bill credit of up to $50,000 (and Crawford has taken advantage of that), he won't just rip up turf everywhere.

"I won't take out grass where it doesn't make sense," Crawford says. "If I'm watering a skinny strip of turf and getting more water on the hardscape than the turf, it makes sense to replace the turf. We're doing these things anyway because it's the right thing to do."

For or against?
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For or against?
The program actually creates additional work for Green Industry professionals and credits homeowners up to a maximum of $1,000 on their water bills. It also makes everyone feel good about doing their part to conserve a valuable resource. But there could be a day when people like Fortier will not support the program.

"If it stays a volunteer program, I'm all for it," Fortier says. "If it becomes mandatory, I'm against it."

Don Crawford, Western Director of Landscape Services for Camden Property Trust and board member of the Water Conservation Coalition, agrees with Fortier: "This program is only smart if it's done at the right place at the right time."

Even though commercial properties can earn a water bill credit of up to $50,000 (and Crawford has taken advantage of that), he won't just rip up turf everywhere.

"I won't take out grass where it doesn't make sense," Crawford says. "If I'm watering a skinny strip of turf and getting more water on the hardscape than the turf, it makes sense to replace the turf. We're doing these things anyway because it's the right thing to do."

The right solution?
Irrigation contractors are benefitting from additional work the program has created, but is it really helping to conserve water? A study done by Arizona State University Professor of Urban Horticulture Chris Martin suggests that it may not be.

"Two things happen: the drip irrigation system is either mismanaged or not managed at all," Martin says. "The homeowner will just set the clock and walk away. Water used in the landscape tends to follow the seasonal course of evapotranspiration — it increases in summer and decreases in winter. With drip, the pattern is unchanged from summer to winter."

"The best way to conserve water is to plant fewer plants," he says. "If you're looking at an absolute savings of water, replacing turf is a good thing. You're reducing canopy cover and water application. But it's not going to magically save water."

'Cash for grass'
It appears as though "cash for grass" programs are catching on around the country. New Mexico, California and Arizona have instituted similar financial incentive plans to save water.

In Glendale, AZ, homeowners can receive a $500 rebate for converting 50% or more of their grass to water efficient plantings.

In Florida, there's a bill in the state legislature that would allow people in deed-restricted communities to grow something other than water-intensive St. Augustinegrass.

The National Wildlife Federation offers an official backyard wildlife habitat seal to those who curtail their lawns in favor of native plants that feed and shelter indigenous wildlife and require less pesticides and water.
continued from page 16

Products group of Aventis Environmental Science, was granted a state label for turf use by the California Department of Pesticide Regulations.

ServiceMaster Q2 income drops 23%
DOWNERS GROVE, IL — ServiceMaster announced a 23% drop in its second quarter (Q2) net income and reduced its earnings outlook for 2001. Q2 2001 earnings per share (EPS) were $.17 on net income of $51 million compared to Q2 2000 EPS of $.21 on net income of $66 million. "In TruGreen, slower growth in the residential lawn care business and unprofitable contracts in the landscaping construction business continue to put pressure on results," said Jon Ward, president and CEO.

Eco Soil to reorganize
SAN DIEGO, CA — Eco Soil Systems Inc. will reorganize its core business, including actively seeking to sell non-core assets in an effort to pay down debt and improve the company's working capital position. The company has also substantially reduced headcount and implemented salary cuts for senior level management, among other efforts to reduce expenses.

Century Rain Aid opens new offices
MADISON HEIGHTS, MI — Century Rain Aid opened five new branch locations: Springdale, AR; Phoenix and Surprise, AZ; Riverhead, NY; and Warrendale, PA.

5 ways to use H2B to your advantage

1. Count to 120 backwards. No, it isn’t a sobriety test. Count back 120 days from when you want your work permits to begin and be sure your petition is filed on that date to ensure the earliest chance of getting your approval on time. Unfortunately, the law doesn’t allow a petitioner to file more than 120 days out regardless of what the various governmental delays may be in processing.

2. Hurry up and slow down. Be prepared for the process to be slow. You may not have approval as early as you would like. Respond quickly to any requests your agent, attorney or, if doing it yourself, governmental agency may have to complete your petition.

3. Proof of existence. Be ready to provide documentation to substantiate your seasonal need with financials and payroll records. The national office for the U.S. Department of Labor is taking strides to ensure all regional offices are interpreting petitions the same. Be ready to provide substantial documentation to substantiate your seasonality/seasonal need.

4. Next in line please. Screen your recruits carefully for deportation history. Many times you can only go by their word. Have a list of backup recruits in case your first choices do not pan out.

5. Be kind and unwind. Be patient with your agent/attorney processing on your behalf. The program still works, but delays will still occur.

— Terry Foley, Foley Enterprises, Austin, TX. He can be reached at 800/623-7285.

Info Center
VIDEOS AND LITERATURE FOR THE GREEN INDUSTRY


Spindle assemblies...for walk-behind and riding mowers abound in Stens’ new 2001 catalog. The selection includes replacement spindles for AYP, Murray and others. Stens also carries MTD 6 point star center hole blades. For more information on spindles and other Stens parts call 800/457-7444.

Training tractor loader backhoe operators...is now easy with VISTA Training’s complete instructor kit for training tractor loader backhoe operators. The new "tool kit" contains two videos, an easy-to-follow instructor’s packet, and a CD-ROM. For more information call 800/942-2886 or visit www.vista-start-smart.com.
EXPERIENCE THE HUSQVARNA® DIFFERENCE!

11.4 gallon fuel capacity for up to 12 hours of run time between fill-ups.

Ergonomic design deck lift system offers precise cutting height in 1/4" increments. Optional foot assist deck lift available.

Wide tires provide smoother ride with less turf compaction.

Husqvarna spindles are maintenance free and backed by a 3-year warranty.

No one has served professionals longer than Husqvarna®. For over 300 years, we’ve served pros around the world. That is why we know what lawn care professionals need to maximize productivity. Naturally then, we offer a Total Source product line. Our precision equipment is Swedish-engineered to be durable and maneuverable. In fact, our new Zero-Turn Mowers have taken the industry by storm. They’re bigger, better and faster, with a top ground-speed of 10 mph. Test-drive one and put Husqvarna power in your hands today!

Call 1 800 HUSKY-62 for a dealer near you or visit our web site at www.husqvarna.com
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Lock up seed purchases: higher prices on the horizon

BY RON HALL/SENIOR EDITOR

SALEM, OR— If you’re anticipating a lot of seeding work this fall and next season, consider buying your seed soon.

Unfavorable growing conditions in prime turf growing regions of the United States will cause seed prices to rise but there will be enough seed of almost all species and varieties to meet your needs. As of this writing you could still find perennial ryegrass seed at bargain prices due to a large carryover from the previous year’s harvest, but that will change.

"We overdid a good thing," says Mike Baker, general manager at Pennington Seeds’ Lebanon, OR, facility. "You have a good thing going and it’s awfully hard to know when to slow down, but the market tells you — and it did."

"We’re looking at a 15% reduction in yield in perennial ryegrass," adds Don Herb, president and general manager of Ore Gro Seeds, Inc., Shedd, OR. "When we get into May and June of next spring there could be little carryover of any quality seed at all."

Herb says that a combination of a mild, dry winter and several days of 90°-plus weather this past May as grass plants were pollinating caused the short crop in some production fields in the Willamette Valley.

"It certainly seems like a good bit of the carryover is getting used up for early shipment," adds Pennington’s Baker.

Prices of Oregon-grown turf-type tall fescue seed will be stable but will rise because of a shortfall in the K-31 tall fescue crop, most of which is grown in Missouri. Drought affected the dryland production of common Kentucky bluegrass, too. Instead of the anticipated 130 million-lb. crop, marketers are looking at a yield of about 105 to 110 million lbs. For this reason, prices on these commons, most of which are used in mixtures, will rise.

"But, the proprietary varieties, which are grown on irrigated ground, are in good supply," says Glenn Jacklin, Idaho/Washington Manager Jacklin Golf. "Inventories should be stable and the quality looks very good this year."

"Adequate" is the prediction for most varieties of bermudagrass seed as well, says Pennington Seed’s Russ Nicholson.

The take-home message from this year’s turf seed harvest is a simple one: "Take care of all of your needs for spring 2002, and get it locked up because we might see some strengthening in price," says Tom Stanley, Southwest Sales Manager, Turf-Seed, Inc., Hubbard, OR.

People & companies

Environmental Industries named Richard Sperber President and Chief Operating Officer. The company also named John T. Law, Jr., Ph.D., Director of Technical Services for the West Coast, and Andrew J. Mandell senior vice president and chief financial officer.

Bozzuto Landscaping Co., Greenbelt, MD, promoted Bruce Leonard to area manager and Randy Abshier to vice president. The company also hired Tom Hopkins as area manager.

Dow AgroSciences LLC appointed Martin Posset turf and ornamental product communications manager, Beau Miller turf and ornamental market research manager, Dan Loughner field biologist, Kerry Avirett Texas sales representative, John Price Ohio sales rep, and Ray Miller Florida sales rep.

Aventis Environmental Science’s Chipco Professional Products group named Joseph Grippi sales representative for western Michigan and northern Indiana and Scott Parker sales representative for southern Indiana, northern Kentucky and central Illinois.

Oregro Seeds hired Hagen Ledeboer as outside sales representative for the southwest. The J. R. Simplot Company’s Turf & Horticulture group named Steve Franzen western region director of sales for its fertilizer division.

U.S. Lawns added its 82nd franchise, U.S. Lawns of Simi Valley, CA.

Miramar Wholesale Nurseries promoted Kelley Smagacz to purchasing manager and appointed Debbie Binczewski controller.